
	  

	  

 
Press release 
 

Baden, 22 july 2015 

Fantoche is pleased to celebrate multimedia animation at its bike-

powered cinema 
Fantoche is running at full speed to prepare for the festival's 20th anniversary, which is taking 

place on the 1st to 6th September in Baden for the 13th time. The programme focuses on Swiss 
and international competitions, 20 feature films and Poland. With Animation goes Multimedia, 

Fantoche presents interactive innovations at the intersection with game design. As an 

anniversary gift, Fantoche is launching a new highlight: an open air bike-powered cinema at 

Bahnhofplatz in Baden. What makes the cinema special is that visitors power the film projectors 

themselves with bikes. 

 
At Fantoche, animation is celebrated as a wide-reaching discipline that offers a range of possibilities. As 

well as the prestigious field of motion picture film, animation has been explored in various spatial 

settings since time immemorial. It continues to evolve in accordance with trends and developments, and 

has recently made the leap to digital formats and alternate reality. 

 
X-giranimation – An Interactive Animation Game in the Urban Jungle 

X-giranimation, the technique developed in 1995 to extract giraffes from animated films, 

has been revived exactly 20 years later. Armed with smartphones and tablets, Fantoche 

festivalgoers help lead the animals back to their digital homes in this alternate-reality 

game that takes place in the streets of Baden. 

 

Adventure Games – Puzzles and Strange Stories 

From stop-motion games and unintended underground adventures to voyages to fantastic 

new worlds: Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK) is exhibiting current projects by students 

studying game design. The focus of the exhibition is adventure games featuring 

interactive stories and puzzles to solve in exciting worlds. 
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Historical and reinvented: animation in space 

The 19th century can be described as the age in which visualisation and synthetisation of sight 

exploded. Photography was discovered and X-rays, microscope and telescopes made the invisible 

visible. The Laterna Magica became an established mass medium and still images were set in motion 

via the zoetrope, mutoscope and praxinoscope. In doing so, animation came to life through space and 

daylight. Today, young, innovative minds are once again creating formats and animations that move 

away from the big screen and the cinema in favour of different spaces. This year's exhibition at 

Fantoche presents a small collection of historical animation devices and the latest animations that make 

use of different spaces to come to life. 

 
Fantoche on bikes 

Enjoying film in a different way: Fantoche 2015 is pleased to present the new open-air 'bike-powered 

cinema' at Baden railway station. It is free of charge to guests. What is special about the cinema is that 

visitors power the film projectors themselves via 13 fixed-mounted bikes.The cumulative power of legs 

pumping in unison brings the films to life on the big screen. 

 

Les Triplettes de Belleville  

In a suburb of Paris, Madame Souza is training her grandson to compete in the Tour de France. Before 

long, the pair make their way to Belleville, where they meet three elderly variety stars who help them to 

elude the French Mafia. Created by Silvain Chomet in 2003, this cult film is loaded with snippets of 

sound, snatches of voices and truly surreal visuals. 

 

Animated Musicvideo Darlings 

The Fantoche team is unveiling its darlings from the world of music video! Fantoche has selected 20 

gems from a treasure trove of clips. The result is a fast-paced, technically varied programme featuring a 

mix of much-loved and newly discovered music videos from all over the world. Fantoche is looking 

forward to taking you for a ride in the Velokino! 

 

#gif #fantoche 

As an ever-changing online format for micro-animations, GIF culture is continuing to gain recognition as 

an art form. The combination of speed, innovation and almost limitless adaptability is key to its 

popularity. As part of a curated programme, Fantoche will show the funniest, most beautiful and most 

exciting GIFs set to a score performed live on-site. 
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Image material and further information 

The visual design for Fantoche 2015 is available to download from our website as a high-resolution 

image file.  

 

For questions and contacts 

Adrian Erni, Media Spokesman, presse@fantoche.ch, +41 (0)56 290 14 46 / +41 (0)79 464 64 59 
 

 

 

 

FANTOCHE 2015 
13th International Animation Film Festival 

Baden, Switzerland 

1 – 6 September 2015 
www.fantoche.ch 

 

 
Social Media: 

www.facebook.com/fantoche.ch 

twitter.com/fantoche_baden 

www.youtube.com/user/FantocheAnimation 

vimeo.com/fantoche 

 


